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Introduction
• Mastering a foreign language, especially Arabic, is the main provision in

international communication, including the assignment to maintain peace or
peacekeeping (Hamidah, 2019; Lachkar, 2021).

• Nisa, et al. (2020) explained that Arabic language learning in Indonesia is now
carried out with specific purposes, both educational and non-educational,
which include academic, work, and religious purposes.

• Another phenomenon that has received little attention is the implementation
of Arabic language learning carried out by military soldiers.



Literature Review
• Teaching Arabic for specific purposes and functional means that a

program for learners with specific categories requiring a certain
amount of its languages, which can be employed in a business deal, It is
also the language of those programs which its content is academically
or scientifically or technically or professionally. (Elsheikh 2004)

• Modern trends in special-purpose Arabic learning go hand in hand with
the task of military soldiers in creating and maintaining peace in several
Arab countries.. (Razak 2015; Kovari 2020)



Method
• This study uses qualitative field research because the researcher

focuses on the experience or process of military soldiers during
Arabic learning and the achievements obtained from these activities
in Arabic language proficiency.

• This design aims to understand the meaning and essence of
learning Arabic for specific military purposes at Pusdik Pengmilum
Kodiklatad with purposive technique sampling.

• Data sources were obtained from students, military teachers, and
staff of the Asian language department.



Findings and Discussion*
• The implementation of learning is always based on the curriculum. Arabic

Learning for military purposes uses a curriculum wiich is combined with the
military curriculum.

• The curriculum is determined by the Kodiklat TNI AD in collaborating with each
Lemdikpus for provide education and experienced teachers in their experts

• of Arabic military curriculum, consisting of Attitude and Behavior
Development Subjects, Arabic Knowledge and Skills Development Subjects,
and Military Physical Development Subjects. All of these educational activities
are packaged in 600 lesson hours and are held in 12 weeks with a dormitory
system.



Findings and Discussion
• The implementation of learning is inseparable from two important

interactions between teachers and students. Besides that also
inseparable from the main component include learning material, media,
and learning method.

• The 600-hour lesson consists of theory, practice, and visits to other
language institutions during the day. Construction and enrichment
carried out at night. Students gain language skills with different
variations and still dare to appear.



Conclusion
• The implementation of military special-purpose arabic

learning is carried out based on the military curriculum.

• The main components of learning are very influential.

• These military students gain confidence in arabic
language skills. Their proficiency reaches the minimum
scores
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